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Abstract

The solidification behaviour of Fe82Ge18 and Fe75Ge25 alloys is studied by using an electromagnetic levitation facility. The maximum
undercooling attained in the case of Fe82Ge18 alloy is 240 K. Growth velocity of�- (bcc) phase is measured using a photodiode technique and
shows two distinct regimes. In the case of Fe75Ge25, the maximum undercooling attained is 165 K. At low undercoolings two recalescence
events occur, corresponding to formation of�- and ε-phase (DO19). At large undercoolings the peritectic reaction (� + liquid → ε) is
suppressed. Microstructural analysis indicates morphological changes in the microstructure as well as a competition among phases nucleating
at different levels of undercooling.
© 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Undercooling experiments on liquid metals are an at-
tractive method to study crystal growth phenomena under
non-equilibrium conditions and their influence on the for-
mation of metastable solid states. The conditions of rapid
solidification of bulk undercooled samples concern both
deviation from chemical equilibrium at the solid–liquid in-
terface and kinetic undercooling of the interface[1]. The
non-equilibrium conditions at the solidification front control
the solidification of a great variety of solid phases far from
equilibrium. Such metastable solids range from metastable
crystalline phases over supersaturated solid solutions and
grain-refined alloys to disordered superlattice structures in
intermetallic compounds[2].

The binary alloy system of Fe–Ge comprises of several
critical points and order–disorder phase transitions. Phase
selection and microstructure formation is not completely
understood in this system and the literature on these stud-
ies is limited[3,4]. Due to the presence of several critical
points in the phase diagram, the system exhibits ordering
and clustering reactions and offers exciting possibilities in
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microstructure design. The phase diagram of the Fe–Ge
system[5] (Fig. 1) indicates that the compositions chosen,
Fe82Ge18 and Fe75Ge25, are within the range of inter-
metallic phase formation and exhibit ordered phases up
to the liquidus temperatures. The alloy composition near
Fe82Ge18 is reported to exhibit a two stage ordering process
of �(disorderedbcc) → �2(B2) → �2(B2)+�1(DO3). The
equilibrium solidification of Fe75Ge25 composition starts
with nucleation of ordered�2(B2). The ordered hexagonal
phaseε(DO19) then forms via a peritectic reaction between
�2 and the remaining liquid at 1163◦C. The ε-phase is
dimorphic and the transformationε(DO19) → ε′(L12) oc-
curs at 700◦C and is sluggish[5–7]. Thus, non-equilibrium
processing offers a possibility of retaining the intermetallic
phases in disordered structures in this system.

2. Experiments

Alloy samples of about 6–8 mm diameter are prepared by
arc-melting from 99.99% pure Fe and 99.999% pure Ge.
Undercooling experiments are carried out using an electro-
magnetic levitation set-up[8]. The chamber is evacuated
to 10−4 mbar before backfilling with 800 mbar He—4 vol.%
H2 gas of 99.999% purity. The samples are undercooled in
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Fig. 1. A portion of the Fe–Ge phase diagram showing the compositions
under study.

a containerless fashion to a predetermined temperature and
solidification is triggered externally by touching the liquid
droplet with an alumina needle. Photodiode technique[9]
is used to measure the growth velocity of the solid phase
as a function of undercooling. X-ray diffraction is used to
identify the phase mixture of the bulk samples. Since the
superlattice reflections are of low intensity, ordered nature
of the phases could not be concluded and the phases will be
referred by the corresponding disordered ones. Composition
analysis using an Oxford EDX attachment to the scanning
electron microscope (Jeol JSM 840-FX) is used to identify
the individual phases in a given microstructure.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Fe82Ge18 alloy

Fig. 2 shows growth velocity as a function of amount of
undercooling for the Fe82Ge18 alloy. The growth velocity

Fig. 3. As-cast microstructures of (a) Fe82Ge18 and (b) Fe75Ge25 alloys. The compositions in atom percent are A: Fe+ 21.49Ge (�); B: Fe + 24.21Ge
(ε); and C: Fe+ 35.37Ge(ε + � eutectic).

Fig. 2. Growth velocity as a function of undercooling for Fe82Ge18.

corresponds to that of� dendrites. There are two distinguish-
able regimes of this plot. At low undercooling, the nature
of the curve is similar to the one described using dendrite
growth theory. At undercoolings around 110 K, there is a
sharp increase in the growth velocity. In alloy solidification,
such a kind of transition is related to change of growth mode
from predominantly solute controlled growth to thermal and
solute controlled growth with an increasing undercooling
level [10]. The slight drop in growth rate at 107 K is within
the experimental error estimated to be around±10%.

Samples were sectioned to observe microstructures under
optical and scanning electron microscopes. The as-cast mi-
crostructure (Fig. 3a) exhibits large grains of single phase
�. The microstructures of samples undercooled at different
levels are shown inFig. 4. The dark streaks inFig. 4aare due
to the ridges as seen by the optical microscope and are part
of elongated dendrite fractions revealed due to deep etching.
At low undercooling, the grains are elongated while samples
with more than 110 K undercooling exhibit a finer equiaxed
grain morphology (Fig. 4b–d). Grain-refinement at interme-
diate undercoolings is already explained recently[11]. This
may be invoked for our observations as well. The sharp
change in growth velocity as a function of undercooling also
coincides with change in growth morphology from elongated
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Fig. 4. Optical micrographs of Fe82Ge18 solidified at different undercoolings.

to grain-refined equiaxed microstructure. X-ray diffraction
experiments did not reveal presence of superlattice reflec-
tions. However, the low intensity of these reflections requires
an independent corroboration of disorder trapping.

Fig. 5. SEM microstructures of Fe75Ge25 solidified at undercoolings (a,b) 88 K and (c,d) 165 K. Corresponding eutectic microstructure (�-white+ ε-dark)
are shown in b and d.

3.2. Fe75Ge25 alloy

The microstructural evolution of Fe75Ge25 as function of
undercooling is shown inFig. 5. The microstructure of the
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as-cast (Fig. 3b) and low undercooled (Fig. 5a) alloys re-
veals presence of three phases namely,�-, ε- and�-phases.
The respective compositions are indicated in the figure cap-
tion of Fig. 3. The�-phase can be seen only as a eutectic of
ε–�. The temperature–time curve (not shown here) for low
undercooling experiments reveals two recalescence events
separated by a time interval of nearly 10 s. We attribute the
first event to�-phase formation and the second toε-phase
formation. In addition, presence of the�-phase embedded
in ε grains with intergranular eutectic phase confirms occur-
rence and incompletion of the peritectic reaction[12]. The
growth rate measurements for this composition are not dis-
cussed here due to want of space.

The solidification behaviour of alloys undercooled to
110 K and more is distinctly different. Scanning electron
micrograph (Fig. 5c) shows the presence of onlyε-phase
without twins. The eutectic mixture ofε–� in the sample is
minimal and the�-phase is absent. This indicates that either
the nucleation ofε-phase was directly from the liquid state
or the primary phase underwent a solid-state transforma-
tion. This possibility of suppressing the peritectic reaction
is important in obtaining phase-pure intermetallicε-phase.
Recent in-situ diffraction experiments (not shown here) in-
dicate that the primary phase to nucleate is�-phase even
above 110 K, indicating that the solid-state transformation
of super saturated�- to ε-phase is the likely possibility.
Further work is needed to corroborate this speculation. The
ε-phase shows growth of twins for low undercooled sample
(indicated by arrows inFig. 5a). These were not observed at
higher undercoolings. The morphology of the eutecticε–�
also changes as a function of undercooling. TheFig. 5b and
dshow eutectic morphology in samples solidified at different
undercoolings. As the undercooling is increased, the eutec-
tic microstructure changes from lameller to rod morphol-
ogy. The volume fraction of the eutectic phase continually
decreases with undercooling, leading to nearly phase-pure
ε microstructure and is an important outcome of the study.

4. Conclusions

The Fe82Ge18 alloy shows a change of grain morphology
from elongated to fine equiaxed at undercoolings above
110 K. Growth rate of the�-phase as a function of under-
cooling is determined. The Fe75Ge25 alloy solidifies via
a peritectic reaction at low undercoolings (<110 K) with
the ε-phase showing growth of twins. At higher under-
coolings, the peritectic reaction is suppressed and the final
microstructure is nearly phase-pureε.
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